
PIONEERAPRIBOX

A QUICK AND 
SAFE CUT

Opening a can is not a problem but if 
there are hundreds of pieces, it beco-
mes fundamental to use Apribox, the 
electric can opener which opens round 
cans up to five kg in a few seconds.
Apribox is easy to use: once the can 
has been placed, it is enough to ope-
rate the relevant lever to lock the can. 
At the same time the blade will perfo-
rate the lid and open the can while it 
rotates. 

A magnet will hold the lid, preventing 
it from falling into the product.
Apribox makes a quick and safe cut, 
without leaving any sharp edges on 
the can or shavings in the product. 
The cutting height is adjustable in ac-
cordance with the capacity of the can. 
Apribox allows the opening of more 
than a hundred cans per hour, safely 
and quickly, guaranteeing an impecca-
ble work in every modern kitchen.

Electric can opener
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

Company with EN ISO 9001
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APPLIANCE CONSTRUCTED TO 
HARMONISED STANDARDS AND 
COMPLETE WITH CE MARKING
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Supporting column, clamp, locking plate, blade protection and 
magnet support made of AISI 304 stainless steel

Motor body made of bright Anticorodal alloy

Motor case made of ABS

Cutting blade and rotating gear made of heat-treated steel

Table locking plate

Electric cable

MACHINE FEATURES

OPERATIVE FEATURES

Can automatic rotation and perforation device

Cutting height clamp

Lid magnet

Cutting blade lifting lever

Cutting blade activation lever with micro switch

0,12 - kW gearmotor

Voltage V 1~230V 50Hz + PE

Net weight: 10 kg


